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Basics on Spirituality

The meaning of spirituality means different for every individual. It actually
has various meanings depending on the person. For some people,
spirituality is all about participating in organized religion, attending church
activities, and going to a mosque, synagogue, church, etc.

For some other people, spirituality means something that is personal.
Some individuals are getting in touch with their spiritual side by means of
prayer, meditation, a quiet reflection, and even long walks in a solemn
place while building a personal relationship with Jesus Christ.
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There are many people who erroneously think that they are actually
alone in this world – as a matter of fact, all of us are made up of halves;
every individual living in this world, no matter what your belief is, has
another half who is in existence in the world of spirits.Even though you
cannot see it or even sense your other half, bear in mind that you’re
just one-half of a big whole. 



Whatever you believe and even
think truthfully essentially
becomes life’s reality in time.
Mental repetition and constant
meditation or even the same
thought, whether positive or
negative programs the human
mechanism in order to behave
and act in accordance with their
thought.

Your spiritual journey is actually
not a circus and all situations
stem from the thinking pattern
of all people and in time, their
thoughts become reality.
Whatever it is that happens in
your life is reflecting your
thought pattern, so you have to
work on yourself. Lift the
negative thinking and the
heaviness.

Clear all your baggage in life that
seems to make things in your life even
harder. Remember that clarity always
lead to purity and your purity will lead
to divinity. Spirituality is not always
considered to as philosophy or a
religion.

Spirituality is not a matter of
debates,discussion or even
convenience. It is actually own
personal reality and our way of being
able to relate to truth of Jesus Christ.
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Spirituality is an important path of
being able to go through life truthfully.

Spirituality is a spiritual
way of growing and
living towards the new
and the next lead of
growth and
development and a way
towards self-
development with your
own personal
relationship with Jesus.
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N E G A T I V E P O S I T I V E

N E G A T I V E P O S I T I V E

N E G A T I V E P O S I T I V E

Start monitoring your thought patterns. Write down negative thoughts and
replace each and every negative thought with positive ones.  

N E G A T I V E P O S I T I V E

Thought Pattern
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Why People Have No Faith
Today?

Faith is synonymous to trust,
however, the degree of the latter is
even much higher as compared to
faith. Trust is mostly recognized with
every person whereas faith contains
a much wider range or spectrum
and this may include the inanimate
creation of humans such as
religions, principles, etc.

Therefore, thinking through its
definition, faith appears as the
opposite of science since the very
foundation of science is always laid
on material or tangible evidence and
logic.

WWW.GLORYNATIONBLOG.COM

Faith is actually one of the
strangest and strongest emotions
of people. Faith is really important
for us to grow our spirituality. Faith
is mostly defined as the belief at
something that doesn’t rest on
material evidence or on logical
proof. 

Thereby, the source of faith lies not
within the human mind that always
require evidence and logical
explanations, but it lies on the
“Holy Spirit” or “Following Jesus
Christ” as well as “Connecting
spiritual to Jesus” that always seem
to have no any reason at all.



Faith is also an emotional state of an
individual that uses knowing or hearing
God's voice in order to believe in
others or something that you cannot
see instead of seeking proof or
evidence. Faith is about believing in
something that you cannot actually
see. It is believing that something is
present even with no tangible evidence
is present.

Because of the real nature of faith, many
people refuse to believe in some things
that they can’t see or feel. One of the
main reasons why many people are being
so unfaithful these days is due to the fact
that they are searching for material
evidence or tangible proof. They refuse to
believe because they cannot see it and
there will be no one who can manifest the
truthfulness of everything expect through
the  power of Jesus Christ.

In today’s life, everything seems to be defined by
science; that everything in this world has a scientific
reason; that the world was not created by someone.
When people got sick and die, it is not because it is
their time to die but because their body becomes so
weak or the doctors weren’t good enough to heal
that person. People have no faith today also
because of science and they don’t accept that there
is someone superior above who has the power over
everything in this world which is God.

COURSEHUSTLE .COM



However, there are also some people who once believed and have been
faithful, but due to their personal experiences, their faith wavered until they
don’t believe anymore. Oftentimes, people wonder why God doesn’t bless
them even when they have really been faithful to Him.

They are starting to cry out load to God for the things they want to nothing
really happen. Because of these circumstances, people start to refuse to
believe. They start to think that there is no loving God who can give them the
things that they want. However, you have to keep in mind that there is also a
test of faith.
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Faith is also about believing even though
things seem to fall apart. If some things are
falling apart, continue to be faithful and you

will be happy and blessed.
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Limiting Beliefs

Where did this belief come from?

How is this belief harmful?

What is a better alternative for this belief?

A Belief that is holding you back:
“ ex. I can’t change myself.”
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What is True
Spirituality?
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Spirituality is an act of developing and communication with your most
essential and greatest identity – which is you by connecting to the Holy
Spirit.

True spirituality is a journey if self improvement and self discovery. Many
people who are spiritual are starting look within themselves to find our
all intricate details of their own identities. Most of us are just living, living
without any purpose.

Just wake up in the morning, do their tasks and that would be their daily
routines. Spiritual people are also armed with the ever growing and
increasing knowledge of who they actually are. Those individuals who
are spiritually enthusiastic attempt to improve and develop on that
identity since they want to make their soul even stronger through the
Holy Spirit.



A person’s spirituality is always
unique and having said that,
spirituality is always different for
each person all over the world
since our souls are at different
stages and levels of development.
Every individual has deep-level
weaknesses and strengths and
this is the main reason why
spirituality is actually not a
religion.

It might be safe to say that every
individual has been in a situation
where they are thinking of their
real purpose in this life and they
also thought that they are no
longer doing what they should be
in their lives. It could just require
some changes that they need in
order to complete their life-
altering changes.

True spirituality lies in every
individual because each individual
has a soul. How much you are
trying to connect with your soul is
always up to you and how much
you decide to develop your soul is
likewise up to you. Bear in mind
that these are spiritual acts and
your own path in life is always your
personal spiritual journey by
building a personal relationship
with Jesus Christ.

There are some people who
believe that spirituality is religion,
but you have to bear in mind that
spirituality is actually the opposite
of a religion. Religion is just the
same concept for every individual
who is involved in it.
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True Spirituality



It is actually our nature to doze
off in the wrong path every

now and then, just so we can
be fully aware of our main

purpose, direction and path
really are. Overall but that what

makes us so unique and
specail because Jesus forgives

your sins.
By creating some spiritual

connections to be able to get
heading and redefine your
path in the most perfect
direction will give you an

assurance that you are starting
to act from your real self and

not all about out of
desperation to make a change.
True spirituality is sometimes
one of the main aspects that
can help every individual to

know and deeply understand
their main purpose in life
realizing we are created in

God's very own image.
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Meditation Worksheet

MY MEDITATION EXERCISEDATE TOTAL TIME

1

2

3

MY MEDITATION GOAL
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What is The Empowered
Spirituality Mindset?
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There are so many questions today that relate to the empowerment
of spirituality mindset.

Well, an empowered spirituality mindset is always being faithful,
positive and always believing that even things are starting to fall
apart, or even though things may fall the way that you do not want
them to be, you always have hope and faith that your life’s dark side
will soon come to an end.

Having an empowered spiritual mindset can become of the main
life enhancers that we can have. Many eminent and successful
people in this world have actually attained some great levels of
spiritual empowerment.
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What Is It

Defining an Empowered
Spirituality Mindset

  Empowered Spiritual Mindset is all
about the power to be able to
achieve great happiness and success
in life. This also provides all people
the knowledge in taking their power
for them to live a life to their most
potential.

An empowered spirituality mindset
is also about knowing your roles in
the society and understanding what
you can do in order to bring about
positive changes in your life, in
others, in the community as well as
in the environment. 

If you have the ability to empower
your spiritual mindset, then it is
freedom and independence in
whatever facet of life that would just
be within your reach.
 
Spiritual empowerment is actually a
sense of freedom that all people
always want to attain. Being free and
independent in whatever faces in life
may surely boost our confidence
and also makes us to do even the
best in life.

Having an empowered spiritual
mindset is also about being
motivated to do many things even
those that seem to be so impossible
but throuogh God all things are
possible.  



Understanding the world and knowing oneself self are the most
essential steps to empowering your spiritual mindset. It is very
important to know yourself and everything around you to have an
empowered spiritual mindset for your great success.

Moreover, having an empowered spirituality mindset does not really
mean being hooked on religions, traditions or any other religious group
so to speak besides being a Christian. An empowered spirituality means
that your consciousness is finally awakened and you know who you are
in Christ and Jesus Christ is the son of God. And it is only one true living
God which is God our Father in Heaven.

This allows you to see the kind of person you are and being fully aware
of the things that you can do for yourself as well to others and the
community. It is also your ability to recognize your strengths and
weaknesses and learn to become content with your spiritual journey in
life through Jesus.

Becoming spiritually empowered allows you to become more aware of
the things that can make you happy. This will also allow an individual to
become more sensitive about the things that can make other individuals
happy. 

Also, if you want to enrich your spirit, it is mostly important
to always be motivated. You should never give easily even
when things seem to become so complicated.

No matter what aspect of life is actually involved and no
matter what the circumstances may be, a person who has
an empowered spirituality mindset will always seek to learn
and understand more a lot of things in order to make the
world a better place for his surroundings and to himself.

W W W . G L O R Y N A T I O N B L O G . C O M
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Weekly Reflection
DATE

How Am I Feeling About This Week?

What Went Well? I Need To Let Go Of ...

I am Proud Of ... I Need To Do More Of ...
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Traditional Spiritual Ideas VS 
New Age Ideas
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Understanding the Traditional Spiritual Ideas.

Many people in different parts of the world are shaped by their cultures,
religion, and community that is why a lot of people have different
perceptions about spirituality. When it comes to traditional spiritual ideas,
some people think about the idea of a unique spiritual realm, something
that is set apart or it is something about the physical world. 

The spirituality varieties are thereby to a tremendous extent variety of
dualism. Many people have this intuition that people and the world where
they live are two distinct natures; one that is immaterial and one that is
physical.

Part of the traditional ideas is actually our fear of death and this is
producing a dualism of spirit and body, of the supernatural and the
natural. Also, another prominent characteristic of traditional spirituality
revolves around the ultimate purpose in life; that people are all here on
earth to become tested, refined, and to become worthy to live a life with
eternal happiness. 



Therefore, the New Age refers to
many different concepts which are
not normal to almost all of
humanity in today’s time.
The New Spiritual ideas are those
types of spirituality which is not
the rule in today’s present culture
where people live, no matter
where you, whether you live at
south or north part of the
equator.

One of the salient new age ideas
is actually the absence of a set of
proposition or creed for people to
believe in. whereas each
institutional religion has an
essential creed to be able to stand
by, the new age spiritual ideas
doesn’t actually have creeds.

It is also about a belief that the
existence of every individual has
a meaning and we are all here in
the world because we all have a
role to play.

New Ideas

Part of the traditional spiritual
idea is the concept of God being
the supreme individual, so as
people suffer and experience
pain in life,people always find a
consolation in the knowledge
that they are all part of a grand
design. One idea of the
traditional spiritual is that life has
a meaning because an agent
(God) endowslife with meaning.

Taking a Closer Look at the
New Age Ideas

The New Age Ideas of spirituality
are terms that are encompassing
various concepts which are also
derived from different sources
which,for over millions of
centuries have been
contradicting one another. For
some people, a New Age is a
term that may actually describe
the different phenomena which
are not normal.
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Another idea is the assertion of a certain God who is so different
from a God of various established religions. The God of many
established religions likeChristianity is actually a transcended
God who is beyond their mind to consider, and God who people
cannot really experience by their own powers.

The God of the New Age is a
God who is actually with the
universe. He might actually be
regarded as the universe itself.
He isn’t transcended.

The Traditional spiritual ideas
and the new ideas are actually
totally different from each
other. Spirituality is unique and
it is something personal.
Whichever idea you may accept,
so long as it will make you a
better person, there is no
wrong about it.

Although these two ideas are
totally different from each
other, it is important to just
understand them. Whatever
idea you have, so long as you
are happy with it and you are
not hurting others, just continue
believing in God
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Being Mindful

Why do you think being present and mindful is important?

My initial thought ...

Going deeper ...
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What Does Empowerment For
Spirituality Mean To You (How to

Set Goals)
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Empowerment for spirituality has different meanings. Every
individual has different needs and requirements in life that is why
they also have created different meaning to their spiritual
empowerment. And because all humans are actually needy and
they are perpetually requiring help in order to navigate their life, the
spiritual empowerment that they often seek may take on various
forms.

Since every individual has a unique needs, empowerment for
spirituality means setting a goal and paying attention to the most
important aspect in your life. Setting goals will always be a part of
spiritual empowerment. 



This is also considered as a very essential part of positive
accomplishments and success in life. Those people who are setting
goals are being able to know and understand themselves, which is
the greatest essence of spiritual empowerment – to be able to fully
recognize yourself and be motivated to obtain great success in your
life.

Your Goals
Those who set their goals are literally creating maps of their targeted
achievement and goals in life, marking on the way where they should
start, where to pause, which area to develop a bit and when and where
to stop.

Empowerment for spirituality means creating a map that will lead you
towards the right path or direction on where you should go. This is also
the best way that you can do to be able to connect with your spirituality
through the power of the Holy Spirit.
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The confidence required for goal
setting is important to spiritual
empowerment. Goal setting reveals
that you believe in your capabilities
to fulfill your goals and accomplish
the things that you have set out for
yourself.

In order to successfully set your
goals, it is important to understand
yourself and know your limitations,
strengths, and weaknesses.
Determine what you can and can’t
do but always believe in Jesus
Christy and yourself that whatever
you made or whatever goals you
have set, you can always achieve it.

Understand more of your
surroundings spiritual
empowerment through Jesus with
goal setting which will allow you to
take full responsibility for your
actions.

Ways to Set your Goals Towards
Empowerment for Spirituality
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Once you have understood your surroundings, you can also create your goal
that would be more beneficial not only for you but also to your environment.
This can also help you decide or make decisions about your life.

Know the most important things that you have to put on top of your priorities.
This is one of the most important ways that you can do in order to successfully
set your goals in life. Empowerment for spirituality has several meanings and
one of the most essential things that would define it is your ability to set your
goals and being able to achieve them.
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 The key benefit of goal setting is achieving
your targets and fulfilling your dreams. This will

also help you to keep track of your own
progress. Setting goals and obtaining them will

also help you not just to empower your
spirituality through Jesus, but also improve

your self confidence.



Once you have understood your
surroundings, you can also create your
goal that would be more beneficial not
only for you but also to your
environment. This can also help you
decide or make decisions about your
life from listening to God's small still
voice.

Know the most important things that
you have to put on top of your
priorities. This is one of the most
important ways that you can do in
order to successfully set your goals in
life. Once you are able to determine
your priorities in your life, you are able
to make an essential map for yourself.

Empowerment for spirituality has
several meanings and one of the most
essential things that would define it is
your ability to set your goals and being
able to achieve them.

The key benefit of goal setting is
achieving your targets and fulfilling
your dreams. This will also help you to
keep track of your own progress.
Setting goals and obtaining them will
also help you not just to empower
your spirituality, but also improve your
self-confidence.
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Daily Mindfullness 
DATE

WHAT CAN I  SEE? HOW DO I  FEEL? WHAT DO I  SMELL?

WHAT CAN I  HEAR?

NOTES
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Why Adopt The Empowerment
Mindset For Spirituality?
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The empowerment mindset for spirituality will help a person to
become a better individual who knows his capabilities, his strengths
and who is able to fulfill all his goals in life by following and listening
to the Holy Spirit. 

Having an empowered mindset for spirituality is also very helpful for
a person to help others and to stay positive no matter how bad
situations might be. These are actually just some of the primary
reasons to adopt the empowerment mindset for spirituality through
Jesus Christ. This is for the growth of the person, personal
development relationship through Christ, as well as self fulfillment.



Empowerment Mindset for
Spirituality through Christ –
Your Perfect Guidance- Holy
Spirit

Once you set both your feet on
the ground, you may always feel
confused about the right
direction to go and the right
path to follow. You may also
wonder if you have wandered
off the right path along the way. 

Maybe you have a very complex
decision to make. If you are
struggling with any of these
situations, you need the right
guidance. Adopting an
empowerment mindset for
spirituality will help you discover
the right path that will lead you
towards success and real
happiness. 

Having an empowered mindset
for spirituality will give you a
sense of peace with regard to
the right decision to make by
listening to the Holy Spirit.
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Why Do It

Empowerment Mindset for Spirituality
through Jesus – to Bring Strength

Having an empowered mindset will
help you in times that you feel weak.
This will actually give you enough
strength and courage to face every
day with a smile. Having an
empowered mindset will also help
you to look at the brighter side of life,
that even when things seem to fall in
the other direction, you will always
still be positive about life.

God may also quicken your spirit so
that you can feel experience a greater
urgency about getting all your tasks
done.



Empowerment Mindset for
Spirituality through Jesus Christ –
Gives Right Authority

One of the main reasons to adopt
Empowerment Mindset for
Spirituality through Christ is that it
will give you right authority.

Empowerment always finds its great
manifestation in many different ways
which are actually subtle. Jesus did
not give his disciples many spiritual
gifts. 

Overall, everyone has access to all
nine spiritual gifts in the bible. Some
are born with them and some must
find a way to access all nine spiritual
gifts. However, what he did was to
give them impossible tasks to be
performed and have given them an
authority that they required in order
to accomplish the task. 

Everyone of us, as followers of God
has the same authority. An
individual may discover that he is
empowered to accomplish many
things as he step out in faith and be
able to use it.
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Personal Guidance
Try to come up with a personal guidance or affirmation for yourself

through Jesus Christ
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Tips For Becoming Empowered
For Spirituality

In times like this, what can you
actually do to become
empowered for spirituality with
regard to the negative events
that are being manifested in
your life?

By following the right tips for
becoming empowered for
spirituality will help you become
more motivated with your life no
matter how bad circumstances
may be.
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Most of the time, many people
allow their mindset to be
determined and shaped by all
their adversaries and
problems in life instead of
doing the opposite.

What really happens in this
situation is that they are
creating a vicious cycle of
negative seed thoughts that
will lead to negative fruit
outcomes.



Doing It Right

C O U R S E H U S T L E . C O M

Focus your Empowerment Mindset on Success
If you want to always become empowered spiritually, always believe that you
can obtain the great success that you want and just focus your attention on
that idea. Every day, you have to remind yourself that you will always succeed
no matter what happens and whoever comes in your way. If you have this state
of mind, you will obtain greater outcomes than you have every expected.

Steer Clear of Failure thinking and Negativity
Once you surround yourself with all negativities – negative conversation,
negative self-talk, you will also attract some negativity in your life and in
your experience. Start moving away from all of it. Shift your negative self-
talk and negative thinking and become positive. Once you do this, you will
see positive changes in your life.
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Get Busy about moving Towards your Goal
In order to stay empowered for spirituality, you must start getting busy and
wrapping yourself up with your goals in life right now. Remember that goal
setting is part of an empowered spirituality, so if you continue to do so, you
will see the great positive changes that can happen in your life. If you want to
achieve something, sitting around and just waiting is not really an answer to
get your desired results.

Continue Learning and Educating yourself
There is really nothing wrong with blind faith, however, since you want to
grow and empower your spirituality, the best thing that you can do is to
continue learning and always educate yourself. Learn more about beliefs
and the religious system. Feed yourself with the words of God. Surf the
web, read the scriptures, watch spiritual TV programs, listen to spiritual
podcasts about the Holy Spirit and always seek out various religious
leaders who can actually provide essential information on various
religions. 
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Make Connections with Other People
Remember that God is working through people in order to make essential
things happen. Although it is true that you can grow or empower your
spirituality alone, joining together with some people who have great faith
can also develop your faith as well as your spiritual awakening and growth.

Get all your Goals Clearly Set
When you say that you want to
obtain all the best in life, you are
now having a clear mindset of
your goals. 

It is not enough to say that you will
be successful in the near future; it
is a must to climb your way
towards great success. The main
thing that you have to do is to
understand whether your goal is
worth all your efforts and
eliminate the things that will
hinder you from obtaining those
goals.

Always being empowered for
spirituality or being in tune with
the holy spirit requires effort and
discipline. These tips will help you
become more empowered for
spirituality and be happy with your
life. These are also the primary
keys that you can use to obtain
real success and happiness.

W W W . G L O R Y N A T I O N B L O G . C O M



An empowerment mindsetfor spirituality is also essentialin converting
your weaknesses into great strengths. For some people, their weaknesses
are those that deprived them of doing things that they want. These are
their inferiorities and insecurities that lead them to downfall. However,
you have to remember that your weakness will never stay as your
weakness. This can also become a perfect tool that can help you
developyour weaknesses and turn them into strengths.
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 Having an empowered mindset for your spirituality also plays a
vital role in your overall wellness. Once you believe in something
that is greater than yourself and living and developing the values
of your beliefs, you will not only improve the wellness of your life,
but also improve the lives of many people around you. When you

deepen your spirituality and provide spiritual connections, you
will also develop yourself.

 
 

Empowering your mindset for spirituality is not all about deepening your
beliefs and faith, it is also about growing your inner spirit that is
important in loving more yourself and other people around. This will also
give you a great connection with your mind and body.



The Bad Things about the
Empowerment Mindset for
Spirituality

Empowering your mindset for
spirituality is not all about
deepening your beliefs and faith, it is
also about growing your inner spirit
that is important in loving more
yourself and other people around.
This will also give you a great
connection with your mind and
body.

Although empowerment of mindset
for spirituality is really essential and
it offers several benefits, there are
also some important considerations
that you have to take note of.
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Well, the bad thing about the empowerment mindset for spirituality only
lies within the mind of the person. This is a positive and advantageous
activity, however those who cannot fully understand its concepts and
the principles that lie within it, everything seems so complicated. 

Having an empowered mindset is something that is positive, but if an
individual cannot really decipher its real meaning and significance, then
the bad things and worst situations happen.
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Thoughts About Your
Spirituality

What are your religious or spiritual beliefs and practices of Jesus
Christ?

If your partner has different religious or spiritual beliefs and
practices, how will you address these and bring them closer to
Jesus?

If you have children, what role will religious or spiritual practices
play in their lives through Christ?

How will you handle it if your children do not believe as you do 
and choose not to participate in your practices in Jesus Christ?
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Conclusion
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Connecting with your spirituality through Jesus Christ is a process that
involves effort, consistency, and patience. It is something that needs great
attention to be able to fulfill and deeply understand its real meaning.

There are a lot of sources that we can use to able to develop our
spirituality and empower our mindset for spirituality. It is actually all about
learning about the right things to do and having the right purpose in
doing so.

Empowering your spirituality is not all about deepening and growing your
beliefs as well as your faith, but it is also about developing your inner
spirit. It is also about believing in Jesus Christ, yourself, loving people and
the entire world around you.

Now is the time to strip away all the doubts and unfaithfulness that we
feel and replace them with appreciation and love. Having an empowered
spirituality through Jesus Christ will help you rediscover the great power
and strength of your own spirit as well as recognize all the greatness of
everything around you.



C O U R S E H U S T L E . C O M

By doing all these things, you can
connect reconnect with your
spirituality, and find your faith in
Jesus again. This is also highly
necessary for your spirituality to
deepen and to grow.

Always remember that essential
connection among the body, the
mind, and the holy spirit. Through
making an essential effort to deepen,
develop and empower your spirit,
you also improve your mental and
physical health and your overall
wellness, thereby contributing to a
healthier and happier life.

Changing your life and connecting
with your spirituality may always
seem a very overwhelming and
frustrating experience. However, it
does not really have to be very
complicated.

W W W . G L O R Y N A T I O N B L O G . C O M

 By following the right strategies
and steps for spiritual
empowerment, you can
experience a joy in your life and
your life will be transformed in a
very positive manner.

There too many questions and
concerns with regards to spiritual
empowerment. This is actually
because empowering one’s
spirituality and having a spiritual
connection through Jesus Christ
can become of the most beneficial
life enhancers that can make great
changes in our lives.
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